In this work we investigate the stellar content of three circumnuclear giant H II regions in the starburst galaxy NGC 7714. We model the stellar population that best reproduces the observational constraints given by the Ha image and the optical spectroscopy from 3710 to 9700 Ó.
INTRODUCTION
Much of the work published to date on the modeling of the emission-line spectra of giant extragalactic H II regions (GEHRs) based on photoionization codes (see, e.g., McCall, Rybski, & Shields uses the atmo-1985 ; Stasin ska 1990) sphere of a single star to represent the shape of the ionizing continuum. The H II regions modeled in this way can be characterized by three parametersÈmetallicity, e †ective temperature, and ionization parameter et al. (D• az 1991 ; However, the high Ha luminosity in most D• az 1994). GEHRs indicates the presence of a star cluster as the source of ionization, instead of a single star that suits most Galactic H II regions.
Previous attempts to construct more realistic models for GEHRs include the work by who McGaugh (1991) assumed zero-age clusters at di †erent metallicity as the source of ionization. This type of model can reproduce H II regions photoionized by very young (essentially unevolved) star clusters whose integrated ionizing spectra are controlled by OÈB main-sequence stars. However, when the most massive stars evolve, reaching high e †ective temperatures and luminosities, the situation changes very rapidly. Even a few evolved massive stars (in advanced Wolf-Rayet stages) can control the shape of the ionizing spectrum of the cluster, rendering the relationship between ionizing power and e †ective temperature meaningless (Garc• a-Vargas, Bressan, & D• az 1994) .
To improve the understanding of the impact of the stellar evolution on the emission-line spectrum of the surrounding nebula, & D• az computed a set of Garc• a-Vargas (1994) models for GEHRs in which the e †ect of the cluster age was taken into account ; these models were computed only for star clusters of solar metallicity. In a subsequent work, Bressan, & D• az hereafter Garc• a-Vargas, (1995a, GBD95a) included the e †ects of metallicity and built a complete grid of photoionization models for GEHRs with abundances in the range from 0.05 to 2.5 times solar (see the results in Bressan, & D• az hereafter Garc• a-Vargas, 1995b, GBD95b).
Recently, & Leitherer have used the same Stasin ska (1996) approach to compute a grid of models for H II galaxies.
devised an observational method to constrain GBD95a the physical propertiesÈmass, age, and metallicityÈof the star clusters that ionize GEHRs, using diagnostics based on the optical emission-line spectrum of the ionized gas. The models also provide information about the relative number of massive stars in the cluster. In the present paper, we apply this method to analyze three GEHRs in the circumnuclear zone of the starburst galaxy NGC 7714.
NGC 7714 was classiÐed as a typical starburst galaxy et al. with a very bright nucleus. The Ha (Weedman 1981) and IRAS luminosities indicate that the galaxy is experiencing a burst of star formation, being more conspicuous in the central part of the galaxy, where the star formation rate per unit area is twice that obtained for the galaxy as a whole et al. hereafter Evolution-(Gonza lez-Delgado 1995, G95). ary synthesis models by point to a star Bernlo hr (1993) formation process having occurred continuously in the nucleus for the last 20 Myr.
This galaxy has been considered as a good candidate to study in detail any possible connection between nuclear activity and star formation, and very detailed studies have been carried out in the optical and near-IR part of the spectrum in the frame of the ongoing work of the GEFE This study was focused on the charactercollaboration.7 ization of both the gas properties in the nuclear and circumnuclear regions (see and references therein) and the G95 physical properties of the young clusters able to produce the emission-line spectrum of the gas, which is the goal of the present work. The data and main properties of the GEHRs studied in this work can be found in Following this G95. earlier work, we will refer to these regions as A, B, and C (see Fig. 1c of Regions B and C are located in the disk G95). of the galaxy 12A northwest and 14A southwest of the nucleus respectively. Region A is located at only 5A southeast of the nucleus (945 pc for a distance of 39 Mpc ; in the rising, solid body part of the velocity Demoulin 1968) curve (see Figs. 6a and 15a of G95).
The three regions have Ha luminosities of the order of 1040 ergs s~1, which imply masses of the ionizing clusters of the order of 105 if a standard initial mass function M _ (IMF) is assumed (see Regions B and C have a metal-G95). licity 0.20 times solar, while region A has a somewhat higher metallicity, 0.35 times solar, similar to that of the nucleus of the galaxy.
We stress the need for high-quality data to carry out this kind of study. The full optical emission-line spectrum is required to derive the physical parameters of the ionized gas (density, temperature, and ionization parameter) and the chemical composition. Also, Ha imaging is required to compute the number of ionizing photons and to deÐne the core radius of the emitting region, as discussed later in°4.
of this paper summarizes the main properties of Section 2 the evolutionary synthesis and photoionization models that are discussed in detail in and GBD95a
GBD95b. Section 3 is devoted to the derivation of the ionizing stellar population in the studied regions.
describes the photoSection 4 metric technique used to measure the sizes of GEHRs and 7 GEFE (Grupo de Estudios de Formacio n Estelar) is an international collaboration of astronomers formed to take advantage of the international time granted by the Comite Cient• Ðco Internacional at the Observatories in the Canary Islands.
presents a physical interpretation of the core radius, relating it to that of a bubble driven by the mechanical energy from the winds of the young embedded star cluster. Section 5 discusses if the models reproduce the rest of observational constraints. In particular, the number of Wolf-Rayet stars is discussed in
The Wolf-Rayet content is analyzed from°5.1. the emission features at jj4660, 5810, which are then compared to the model predictions.
discusses the Section 5.2 observed values of the equivalent width of Hb in emission, EW(Hb), the continuum luminosity at 9000 and Ó (L 9000 ), the equivalent width of the CaT absorption lines, EW(CaT). To reconcile these observations with models, two possibilities are argued : a single ionizing burst without dust associated with the stellar component or the coexistence of two populations, and a young ionizing burst plus an older non-ionizing one with an age about 7È12 Myr. Finally,°6 summarizes the results.
SUMMARY OF THE MODELS
The models used in this work are those of In GBD95a. this section, the main characteristics of the evolutionary synthesis and photoionization models are outlined. A full description can be found in the original paper of GBD95a. Since the choice of the stellar tracks and atmosphere models for massive stars are crucial hypotheses in the models, we refer the reader to the review by and Garc• a-Vargas (1996 references therein) in which the inÑuence of the stellar evolution and atmosphere models on photoionization is analyzed and discussed in detail.
In the models it is assumed that a single burst, formed with a standard IMF between the stellar (Salpeter 1955) mass limits 0.85 and 120 is the dominant stellar M _ M _ , population in these GEHRs. The basic properties of the H-R diagram for a given ionizing cluster are obtained by constructing isochrones at several ages interpolating between the stellar evolutionary sequences calculated by the Padova group et al. (Bressan Fagotto et al. and references therein). In 1993 ; 1994a , 1994b , the models, the preÈmain-sequence evolution is not taken into account. The tracks include mild overshooting from the convective core, as introduced by the formalism of Bertelli, & Chiosi and the radiative opaBressan, 
. Jager limit, the most massive stars enter the region where luminous blue variables (LBVs) are observed, and, accordingly, the mass-loss rate has been increased to 10~3 M _ yr~1 in the Padova models. As the evolution proceeds, the surface hydrogen abundance by mass in the most massive stars eventually falls below the value of 0.3. In this case the model is supposed to produce a W-R star. For the W-R phase, the mass-loss rate is derived according to Langer (1989) .
The study of based on the Padova models, GBD95a, shows that at low metallicities, the mass-loss rate is less efficient and, as a consequence, the number of W-R stars at a given age is a decreasing function of the metallicity. The distribution of W-R stars among the di †erent subtypes Vol. 478 reÑects the interplay between the mass-loss rate, which is metal dependent, and the behavior of the convective core, which determines the inner chemical proÐle (see also
In the Padova models, the W-R phase has a Maeder 1991). maximum in duration and in number ratios of W-R to stars more massive than 20 at solar metallicity, although the M _ phase is seen in bursts with metallicities between 0.2 and 2. (1995) , also used NLTE models for W-R stars but took into account stellar winds, shows that both are suitable to describe the SED of a young starburst .
In the present work, the metallicity of the stars has been taken to be similar to that of the gas, and therefore we have used those SEDs from (see Fig. 3 in GBD95a GBD95a) corresponding to metallicities Z \ 0.004 (0.2 times solar) in regions B and C and Z \ 0.008 (0.4 solar) in region A.
If the cluster is young enough to ionize the surrounding gas and form an H II region, the synthesized SED is used as input for the photoionization code CLOUDY (Ferland to obtain the corresponding emission-line spectrum.
1991)
The H II region is assumed to be ionization bounded.
The ionized gas is assumed to be located in a thin spherical shell at a distance from the ionizing source. The ratio R u of the shell thickness to its radius is small enough that the model is e †ectively described by a plane-parallel geometry.
The radius of the ionized zone can be Ðxed through the deÐnition of the ionization parameter u, given by the equation
where Q(H), the number of ionizing photons, can be derived from the Ha luminosity ; the hydrogen density, is taken n H , equal to the electron density, derived from the [S II] 6717/ 6731 quotient ; and u, the ionization parameter, can be Ó estimated from suitable emission-line ratios. In our case, the [S II]/Ha or [S II]/[S III] ratios, depending on metallicity, have been used.
A numerical calibration between the ionization parameter, u, and the ratio of the sulfur lines as a function of the gas metallicity was discussed in
The Ðts for this GBD95a. calibration included a series of models computed with ages between 1.5 and 5.4 Myr, and a wide range in u.
The following equations (see for more details) GBD95a summarize the calibrations for the metallicities used in this paper, for region A and equation (3) The goal of this paper is to study the stellar population inside GEHRs. The process we have followed is illustrated in
Once the main properties of the gasÈelectron Figure 1 . density, electron temperature, and metallicityÈand the stellar clusterÈnumber of ionizing photonsÈhave been derived, the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the clusters whose ages are roughly consistent with the optical nebular spectrum and the presence or absence of W-R features are used as input for the photoionization code. Several iterations are performed, slightly modifying the cluster age and the ionization parameter, until a consistent agreement is found between the predicted and observed intensities for the brightest optical emission lines. The error in the relative ages determined in this way is of the order of 0.5 Myr, although the absolute value depends on the chosen stellar evolutionary models.
The electron density and nebular abundances of the three studied regions have been taken from and are sum-G95 marized in Electron densities are of the order of 100 Table 1 . cm~3. Abundances are derived for O, S, N, Ne, and He, except in the case of region A where the He abundance could not be calculated. An abundance of He/H of 0.081 by number, similar to the one derived for the other two regions, was required in order to reproduce the observed value for the He I 4471 line. Ó The number of ionizing photons, Q(H), has been computed from the reddening corrected Ha luminosity derived from the Ha image (the (Osterbrock 1989) reddening constant derived from the spectroscopy for region A was used). The errors in Q(H) have been derived assuming photon noise plus an estimate of the uncertainty introduced by the subtraction of the continuum image from the Ha ] continuum image. The major contribution to this error comes from the uncertainty on the area occupied by the H II region and the background noise. These errors are only lower limits since the uncertainties introduced by the Ñux calibration (only one spectrophotometric standard was observed), and the continuum subtraction are difficult to evaluate.
Finally, the ionization parameter has been estimated from the [S II]/Ha ratio for regions B and C and from [S II]/[S III] ratio for region A. It might be questioned whether photoionization models correctly predict the sulfur line FIG. 1.ÈFlow chart of the process followed to study the stellar populations in GEHRs intensities because of accuracy with which the atomic data are known However, it should be noted that (Garnett 1989) . in our models, the ionization parameter is treated as a functional parameter and is used as a tool to obtain the age of the cluster by an iterative process. In fact, the Ðnally adopted ionization parameter may actually di †er from the one initially estimated on the basis of the sulfur line ratios.
We need only an estimation of log u to select a Ðrst model and, in an iterative process, to constrain the age of the ionizing cluster, which is the goal of this exercise. Moreover, log u could also be determined from other estimators, such as the line ratios
ratios. According to our models, the di †erence between ionization parameters derived from the various estimators is of the order of 0.2 dex at metallicities lower than 0.3 times solar. The trick is to use consistently the models with the calibration between the functional parameter, log u, and the age of the cluster. The only reason for which we have selected the sulfur lines is that the [S II]/Ha ratio is less reddening-dependent than the [O II]/Hb and therefore the observational errors due to this e †ect will be smaller, and, consequently, a better determination of the Ðrst input for log u will ease the convergence of the iterative process.
In the case of regions with O/H abundance higher than 0.4 times solar (such is the case of region A), the [O III] lines are weaker, very metal-dependent, and also less sensitive to the ionization parameter, and the [S II]/[S III] ratio seems to be the best choice, from a theoretical point of view. However, the observed values of [S III] lines have larger associated errors owing to the difficulty in the data reduction of the near-IR part of the spectrum, e.g., the atmospheric absorption correction We (Stevenson 1994). have corrected from atmospheric absorption, dividing by the normalized spectrum of a standard star, which was observed just after the galaxy. In our case, the ratios [S III] 9069/[S III] 9532 are 2.84, 2.46, and 2.23 in regions A, B, and C respectively, di †ering only 9%, 6%, and 14% from the theoretical ratios, thus showing that the above problem is well constrained (see GD95 for the details of the data reduction).
The Ðxed inputs for the photoionization code are then (1) the hydrogen density, taken to be equal to the electron n H density ; (2) the O, S, N, Ne, and He abundances, which are allowed to vary within the limits given by the observational errors from the spectra (all other abundances are scaled to oxygen according to the solar ratio) ; (3) the number of ionizing photons, Q(H) ; and (4) the ionization parameter, log u, calculated from the emission-line ratios (eqs. and [2] [3], above).
From an inspection of the results given in we GBD95a, select an initial grid of SEDs for clusters whose ages are grossly consistent with the optical nebular spectrum (see below) and the presence or absence of W-R features. As the output, we obtain the intensity of the main emission lines, which are then compared iteratively to the observed values.
The age of the cluster is determined by running CLOUDY with di †erent SEDs in order to Ðt simultaneously a total of 11 optical emission lines : NOTE.ÈObserved values have been taken from and correspond to the reddening-corrected line ratios. The G95 reddening constant C(Hb) was deduced from the Balmer line ratios, Hc/Hb. In the case of region A, a Ha/H b , correction of 2 in the equivalent widths was included to take into account the underlying population contribution. Ó The value of Q(H) corresponds to the one derived from the Ha image. All the line ratios are given relative to Hb with the exception of the [S III] lines, marked with asterisks, at 9069 and 9532 which are given relative to the near-IR Ó Ó , Paschen lines Pa10 and Pa8, respectively, in order to avoid reddening e †ects when data and modeled values are compared (see text,°3).
We have chosen only the strongest emission lines to represent the most relevant ionization stages and elements, and therefore we have selected the lines whose ratio to Hb was larger than 0.3 with the exception of [O III] 4363 which Ó, we have included owing to its importance for the electron temperature determination.
shows the best Ðts obtained for the emission lines Table 2 in the spectra of the three GEHRs. The corresponding cluster ages are given in Table 3 .
The di †erences between the observations and the model predictions are less than 5%, except in the case of [O III] 4363 (di †erence of the order of [30% for region A and ]30% for regions B and C), and [O I] 6300 (di †erence 50% for the three regions). The assumption of a unique density could account for part of the discrepancy since both lines have a large critical density and come mainly from the denser parts of the H II region (see, e.g., Fosbury, & Pelat, Alloin On the other hand, [O I] 6300 has been found 1981). to be enhanced in 30% of the H II galaxies studied by & Leitherer with respect to the values preStasin ska (1996) dicted by photoionization models. According to these authors, this enhancement could be due to the presence of shocks as the result of the stellar evolution.
Regarding On the other hand, these blue lines are located in a very reddening-dependent spectral range (although the baseline respect to Hb is shorter). [S II] 4068, 4076 are very weak in the studied regions. Note that in GD95 the intensity of the two lines is given together in regions A and C, and it is impossible to measure in the case of region B.
The computed values for [S II] 4068 ] 4076, normalized to the Hb intensity, are 0.030 and 0.034 for regions A and C, respectively, while the observations give 0.024 and 0.034, which are in good agreement.
For the [S III] lines, the one at 6312 is even weaker, Ó 0.008, 0.014, and 0.010 in regions A, B, and C, respectively (a factor of 60È70 weaker than the near-IR lines). The computed values are 0.010, 0.023, and 0.016 for regions A, B, and C, respectively. This result is quite good, considering the weakness of the lines.
The apparent discrepancies between computed and observed [S III]/Hb ratios deserve special attention since they reach a factor of 2 in regions B and C. Similar discrepancies between the predicted and the observed [S III] Ñuxes have already been found in other high-metallicity giant extragalactic H II regions & Pe rez (G95 ; Gonza lez-Delgado as well as in active galactic nuclei Tran, 1996) , (Osterbrock, & Veilleux It has been suggested that this discrep-1992). ancy could be due to the above-mentioned uncertainties in the atomic parameters for sulfur. Once the age is obtained, the mass of the ionizing cluster has been derived from the value of the number of photons per solar mass as a function of age and metallicity assuming a Salpeter IMF (a \ 2.35) between (GBD95b) 0.85 and 120
These masses are also given in M _ . Table 3 . The mass that would be derived if the upper mass limit was lowered to 100 would be only 10% higher. M _ With the data we have used, i.e., the total number of ionizing photons via the observed Ha emission, it is not possible to constrain the lower limit of the IMF. In fact, only through studies of the stellar velocity dispersion could the total mass of the cluster, and hence the lower limit cut-o † of the IMF, be determined.
However, we can evaluate the error introduced in the total mass determination owing to the uncertainty in this parameter. On the other hand, our models assumed that the nebula is ionization bounded and that the presence of dust is unimportant. If the nebula was matter bounded and/or if dust would be present, part of the ionizing photons would not be accounted for by using the Ha emission and the value of the mass derived from Q(H) would be underestimated. In summary, the uncertainties regarding the value of the IMF lower limit cuto † and the extinction by dust imply that the total mass estimates should be used only as a normalization factor.
ON THE SIZE OFGEHRs

Observational Considerations
Measuring the size of an H II region from an image is a somewhat arbitrary process, which involves fundamental and technical uncertainties. Although, in theory, we could characterize the size of an H II region by its Stro mgren radius, in practice, observed ionization-bound GEHRs show a compact bright core plus an extended faint halo structure ; this structure is produced by a combination of the density structure of the gas and the distribution of ionizing stars. For relatively isolated regions, the extent over which we observe the halo depends on the depth of the exposure. Some authors consider only the core when providing the size of the region, because the core often contains most of the Ñux ; however, even this procedure involves some arbitrary choice, given that the transition between the core and the halo is not always a clear-cut case. On the other hand, if we were to use the external halo as indicative of the H II region size, we would be biasing the numbers toward large values : the halo contributes most of the regionÏs size but at a much lower Ñux level than the core.
To avoid these uncertainties partly, we have developed a simple numerical algorithm that weights the contribution of each subsequent incremental radius to the Ðnal size of the region. It is the surface brightness of each incremental ring that is used as a weight. Thus, the inner parts of the region, which contribute most of the Ñux, are given a larger weight in the computation of the surface area of the region than the outer and fainter parts. A full account of the method is given in et al. and we brieÑy describe it here. Pe rez (1997), In practice we proceed as follows. We perform isophotal (as opposed to Ðxed geometry) aperture photometry on the Ha image of the H II region at a number of isophotal levels. The actual number of levels is chosen, for each region, so as to sample sufficiently well, in logarithmic Ñux increments, from the inner few core pixels to the detection limit. For each level, we compute the total Ha Ñux and the area enclosed. The equivalent radius is computed as (Area/n)1@2. Thus, we have a curve of growth of the Ha Ñux versus the size. We then compute the following function :
where F is the Ñux measured within the contour level of area A \ nr2, and dF and dA are the incremental Ñux and incremental area contributed by the next isophotal level. It can be shown et al.
that ' always has a (Pe rez 1997) maximum for well-behaved F(r), i.e., those with a general monotonic decrease. This maximum value is taken to be the core radius, of the GEHR. shows the curves of R c , Figure The evolution of such a wind-driven circumstellar shell can be sketched in the following way : It begins with an initial phase of free expansion and a phase of adiabatic expansion followed by a (Avedisova 1972 ; Falle 1975) , phase in which the swept-up material collapses into a thin, cold shell as a result of radiative cooling At this (Cox 1972) . stage the gas traps the ionization front and the radiative phase begins, during which ionizing photons are absorbed and the region cools via emission in the Balmer lines. During this process, the radius of the outer shock, R s , evolves in time as (v/n)1@5t3@5 et al. et (Castor 1975 ; Weaver al. where v is the mechanical energy per unit time 1977), injected by the wind, n is the interstellar medium density, and t the age of the shell.
The equation that describes can be written as
where v is in units of 1036 ergs s~1, n is in units of cm~3, and t is iin units of 104 yr (Dyson 1979). We suggest extrapolating this "" bubble ÏÏ geometry to a shell structure formed by the combined e †ects of the mechanical energy deposition from the winds coming from massive stars in the ionizing cluster. The resulting energy deposition rates from an evolving instantaneous burst have been calculated by Robert, & Drissen and Leitherer, Our ionization parameter values are derived from expressions involving the sulfur lines. However, as mentioned in the di †erence between these values and those derived°3, from other line ratios is within 0.2 dex. Therefore, we have taken our derived value and assumed an error of^0.2 dex in log u. The error in the electron density has been taken from and the uncertainty in the number of ionizing Table 1 , photons has been considered to be 20%, although this is only a lower limit. Taking into account these considerations, the error in has been calculated by the error R u propagation in Finally, the eighth column equation (1). gives the core radius, derived from the photometrical R c , analysis as discussed above. The three values, and R s , R u , are compatible within the errors. R c , There are some observations that point against this simple geometry. In fact, images of GEHRs in nearby galaxies exhibit a more complex structure. In particular, some of them show the presence of ionized Ðlaments, loops, and shells that are often interpreted as resulting from the action of massive stars on their surroundings by winds and/or supernova explosions. This is the case of some (1995) that imply stellar productions exceeding the ionization requirements of the nebulae. They have suggested that a large fraction of the ionizing photons is escaping from the H II region into the surrounding interstellar medium of the galaxy.
et al.
Ðnd that the number of ionLeitherer (1996) izing Lyman-continuum photons deduced from the Ha luminosity in the central starburst of NGC 4214 is 4 times smaller than that computed from the number of hot massive stars, as deduced from the ultraviolet P Cygni proÐles, and conclude that a signiÐcant fraction of ionizing photons escape from the H II region. However, this could be due to the small aperture, probably unable to contain all the Ha Ñux associated with the cluster.
We do not think that these concerns apply to the three GEHRs studied in this paper. Tables 3A and 3B in which is G95), consistent with radiation-bound regions. Second, if the region were almost empty, the Ðlling factors should be small. This is indeed the case for the three observed regions for which the ratio of the volumes given by the Stro mgren sphere and the actual size of the region are 0.0008, 0.002, and 0.003 for regions A, B, and C, respectively. These values are similar to those found in other GEHRs. However, these two facts are insufficient because on the one hand, the intensity of the [O I] lines may be also enhanced owing to nonphotoionization processes, such as shocks associated with the stellar winds & Leitherer and, on the (Stasin ska 1996) other hand, the low values of the Ðlling factors are also compatible with the existence of dense Ðlaments. Nevertheless, the strongest argument for defending the proposed shell geometry is discussed in next section, and it is the good agreement found between the numbers of massive stars derived following three di †erent methods : (1) counting the ionizing photons necessary to reproduce the observed nebular spectrum, (2) Ðtting W-R features (see the next section), and (3) considering the energy injection required to create the shell at the distance given by the observed core radius from the Ha image. These three measurements point to the same conclusion, namely that the absolute number of massive stars, and therefore the assumed geometry, is consistent with observations in the three GEHRs studied.
DISCUSSION
T he Number of W olf-Rayet Stars
Once the metallicity, age, and mass of the cluster have been derived, it is possible to check that the model chosen for each region is adequate by deriving the number of W-R stars predicted by the model at this age and comparing the computed and observed luminosity of the W-R bumps at 4660 and 5810 Ó.
We have used the isochrones from the Padova group to predict the absolute numbers of di †erent types of W-R stars present in the theoretical H-R diagram of the cluster whose SED reproduces the nebular emission line spectrum. Using Figures 2b and 2c of we can predict the level of GBD95a, the optical emission in the W-R bumps. The predictions for the three GEHRs, A, B, and C, are shown in Table 4 .
The next rows of show the comparison between Table 4 observed, and theoretical, luminosities for the bumps L o , L t , at 4660 and 5810
The observed luminosities in the W-R Ó. Ó, 4658 line, and the broad He II 4686 feature. The contri-Ó Ó bution to the total bump by the N III lines seems to be metallicity dependent and constitutes between (Smith 1991) 15% and 50% of the total. We have therefore added these contributions to the calculated He II luminosity value to provide lower and upper limits to the predicted total luminosity. Therefore, the expected value for the whole bump at 4660 (in logarithmic scale, with luminosity in ergs s~1) Ó ranges between 36.3 and 36.5. The two values listed in Table  for correspond to considering these two extreme 4 L t (4660) values for the WNL stars.
For the studied regions, the discrepancies between the predicted and observed bumps (assuming the same reddening for the gas and for the stars) are less than a factor of 2. Several possibilities can be discussed. This di †erence could result from the signal-to-noise ratio in the optical spectra, which was not enough to measure the feature to better than a factor of 2 (the measured errors were 52%, 73%, and 49% for the W-R bump at 4660 for regions A, Ó B, and C, respectively, and 31% for the bump at 5810 for Ó region A). Alternatively, the average observed W-R features would be more consistent if no dust is associated with the cluster itself (the Ðrst value of the two given as in L o Table In this case, the possible explanation could be that the 4). dust has been swept out from the central regions and has been mixed with the gas. This remains a matter for debate.
Recently, has computed the ratio Schaerer (1996) between the He II and Hb emission lines for young stellar bursts as a function of the age and metallicity. His models include the nebular and stellar (He II from W-R) contribution to the lines. He uses the Geneva tracks and non-LTE blanketed atmosphere models, which take into account the stellar winds. We have compared his predictions for the studied regions assuming the metallicity and age we have derived. The Geneva and Padova evolutionary tracks lead to a slight di †erence in the age of the W-R stars, so the comparison is not straightforward, but nonetheless we have calculated the predicted value from his models for an age between 3.5 and 4.5 Myr to check if the models are roughly consistent. The predictions are also showed in Table 4 .
We have calculated the observed ratio between the He II and Hb. We have taken the He II luminosity considering that the N III broad lines contribute 30% to the total W-R luminosity band. Again, we give two extreme values ; the lower one corresponds to considering no reddening associated with the star cluster, while the upper one corresponds to reddenning the stellar component with the same amount of dust derived for the gas. The agreement is very good and more consistent with the hypothesis of the shell scenario, in which the dust had been swept out from the stellar cluster.
T he Non-ionizing Population
We have already shown that it is possible to explain the emission-line spectrum of the gas, the size of the region, and the W-R bumps on the basis of the existence of a very young, instantaneous starburst with an age between 3 and 5 Myr. In order to test whether this single population can be the only one present, three additional constraints were used : the equivalent width of the Hb emission line, EW(Hb) ; the continuum luminosity at 9000 and Ó, L 9000 ; the presence or absence of the CaT in absorption.
The predicted EW(Hb) values for the single star population ionizing each region are 110, 150, and 107 respec-Ó, tively, for regions A, B, and C, larger than the observed ones by a factor of about 2 (Tables and  There exists lines is caused by dust inside the regions (associated with the gas) and therefore does not a †ect the continuum of the ionizing clusters & Prabhu If this is the case, (Mayya 1996) . the measured EW(Hb) should be increased to 88, 171, and 112 for regions A, B, and C, respectively, close to the Ó predicted values. In correcting the EW(Hb) values, we have assumed that the nebular continuum amounts to 5% of the total cluster continuum for regions A and C and 8% for region B (see, e.g., Molla , & Bressan Garc• a-Vargas, 1996) and that this nebular continuum is a †ected by the same reddening as the emission lines.
The ionizing populations produce a of 0.5 ] 1037, L 9000 0.5 ] 1036 and 1.3 ] 1037 ergs s~1 for regions A, B, Ó~1 and C, respectively (see Tables and  These numbers [E(B[V ) \ 0.24, 0.27, and 0.33, respectively] , these numbers change by 40%, since extinction is not very severe in the near-IR. However, for the calculations, we have considered that the nebular contribution to the spectrum is the one due to the number of photons derived from the Ha luminosity in the spectrum (not the total one we derived from the image).
The last row in lists the observed values for Table 5 L 9000 every region. These numbers seem to imply a low value for lower mass cuto † of the IMF. However, it should be remembered that is a distance-dependent observable, L 9000 and a 20% error in the distance determination would a †ect its value by 44% (we have used km s~1 Mpc~1). H 0 \ 75 Other factors, such as the error in the Ñux calibration of the near-IR spectrum, can a †ect the measured values.
Based on these arguments and on the observed values of the EW(Hb) and the we do not Ðnd any strong evi-L 9000 , dence for the contribution of a non-ionizing population for the observed regions. Two main assumptions are implied : (a) the nebula is ionization bound and (b) the observed extinction is internal to the H II region, and therefore a †ect-ing only the gas, and no dust is associated with the star cluster. A possible explanation could be that the dust has been swept out from the central regions and mixed with the gas.
If a di †erent picture is assumed, i.e., if the observed extinction is supposed to be external to the region, then both star cluster and gas would be a †ected alike. Then, the discrepancy between predicted and observed EW(Hb) would point either to an escape of ionizing photons from the nebula (matter-bound case), for which we do not Ðnd evidence as is discussed in or to the presence of a non-°4, ionizing population in the GEHRs. Under this last assumption, in the following discussion, we will characterize this older component in the studied GEHRs.
The spectra of regions B and C show a rather featureless continuum and no absorption wings in the Balmer lines. Therefore, any non-ionizing population should be young enough not to contain red supergiants, since they would provide observable CaT strengths, and to contribute not more than 75% to the continuum at Hb so that the absorption wings are not conspicuous. This constrains the age of this population between 5.5 and 9 Myr (these numbers depend only slightly on the metallicity). The existence of a two-burst population in each of these regions can be explained satisfactorily by the formation of a second burst when the Ðrst violent phenomena (strong winds from the most massive stars and supernovae) start to occur, around 4 Myr after the onset of the Ðrst burst. In fact, & Mayya Prabhu from a study of 35 GEHRs, Ðnd that 75% of (1996), NOTE.ÈThe bulge in the composite models has been considered to be a 10 Gyr population at half-solar metallicity.
the sample contains stars from more than one burst over the last 10 Myr and that the most recent burst has occurred within the last 3 Myr in 90% of these regions. Therefore, to model each of these two regions, B and C, we have considered two successive bursts of the same mass, the second one occurring 4 Myr after the Ðrst one. Populations of 3.5 and 7.5 Myr in region B and 4.5 and 8.5 Myr in region C have been combined to reproduce the observations. These older populations, contributing 50% and 40%, respectively, to the continuum at Hb would lower the predicted values of EW(Hb) to 74 and 44 respectively, Ó, while increasing to (1.0È2.4) ] 1037 and (3.0È L 9000 7.2) ] 1037 ergs s~1 ; the two values are for the di †erent m low assumed, still consistent with observations (see and Table 5 ) a value of of about 0.85 m low M _ . Turning now to region A, note that this region, as already mentioned, is located close to the galactic nucleus and could be in the bulge because it is located in the rising, solid body rotation part of the velocity curve (see Figs. 6a and 15a in Therefore, some contamination from an underlying G95). population cannot be excluded.
In fact, the spectrum of region A (see Fig. 5b Alloin, & Santos Bica, 1990a) . Moreover, from the spatial distribution of the continuum in a narrow-band image near Ha (at 6925 see Fig. 1d in Ó; it can be inferred that the local continuum under G95), region A represents only 30% of the total. If the underlying population contributing the remaining 70% were an old metal-rich population, it would provide about 6 equiva-Ó lent width of the Mg I line (see, e.g., & Alloin Bica 1986b) while the measured value is only 1.5
Even an old metal-Ó. poor population, like that corresponding to a galactic globular cluster, would produce an EW(Mg I) of 5 (Bica Ó & Alloin Moreover, such an old underlying 1986a Moreover, such an old underlying , 1986b . population would produce a a factor of 5 much larger L 9000 than observed. Furthermore, wide absorption wings in the Balmer lines are observed in the spectrum of region A, which would not be accounted for by an old population.
The underlying population can still correspond to a relatively young one. Young LMC clusters (between 8 and 25 Myr) and metallicity 0. 1986a, 1986b ). published by Bica & Alloin, such a population would provide the observed Mg I strengths and around 85% of the total luminosity at 9000 Clusters as old as 20 Myr would Ó. provide too much continuum at Hb, producing small equivalent widths (of the order of 14 but a cluster with 9 Myr Ó), would Ðt the observations, as can be seen from Table 6 . Such a population can also explain the wings observed in the Balmer lines (D• az 1988) .
To support our explanation of the coexistence of two bursts of star formation, we have to investigate the behavior of the only one feature from red supergiant stars (RSGs) strong enough to be measured in the spectra, the CaT in the near-IR. There are very few GEHRs in which this feature has been detected. In fact, it is not always clear whether the CaT is produced by RSGs or by the giants present in the old, bulge population (see the discussion in et al. Terlevich et al. 1997 references therein Here, we explore three di †erent models for region A : (1) a two-burst model, just as in regions B and C, with the same contribution in mass and considering ages of 5 and 9 Myr, the older burst being rich in RSG ; (2) a model in which the ionizing population plus an underlying bulge of 10 Gyr are considered ; and (3) a model in which the two bursts (5 and 9 Myr) plus the bulge (10 Gyr) are taken into account.
The underlying population contribution has been inferred from the spatial distribution of the continuum in a narrow-band image near Ha as has been explained above. If this underlying population was an old bulge, and from the synthetic SED corresponding to a 10 Gyr population, we have calculated its contributions at the Hb and CaT continuum, and at 9000 and we have weighted the populations Ó, accordingly. For the underlying population taken into account in these models, the contribution in mass is around 99%. This result agrees with the simulations by Alloin, Bica, & Schmidt where they combine old populations (1990b), with young bursts to reproduce di †erent types of nuclear region spectra. For the case most similar to region A, these authors obtain a mass contribution from the star-forming burst of around 1%. In fact, similar to their results, we Ðnd that if an old bulge population contributes in mass less than 91%, its e †ect on the integrated light properties becomes negligible, and the dominant light contribution would be from the rich-RSG component.
shows the results of the models for region A. The Table 6 model that best reproduces the observations is the twoburst model (model 1), which Ðts simultaneously EW(Hb), EW(CaT), and
If an old (10 Gyr) bulge is considered L 9000 . (model 2), the predicted values for EW(CaT) and EW(Hb) are consistent with the observations although not as consistent as in model 1 but still within the error bars, but it is not consistent with the observed or with other spectral L 9000 Vol. 478 features, such as the observed strength of the Mg I line or the wings observed in the Balmer lines as discussed above. If both a RSG-rich and a bulge population are taken into account (model 3), the predicted value for EW(Hb) would be deÐnitively too low. Moreover, both models including an old bulge (models 2 and 3) predict values of that are L 9000 excessively large. For these calculations, the metallicity of the bulge has been taken to be half-solar. If a metal-rich bulge (around solar) was considered, then the computed EW(CaT) would be even higher (around 6È6.5 for Ó) models including the bulge contribution, and the comparison with observations would be even less satisfactory.
According to our results, the model for region A is consistent with the existence of two populations, the ionizing one with an age of 5 Myr, and an older one, of 9 Myr, RSG-rich, and therefore responsible for the dilution of the Hb equivalent width, the presence of CaT, the rest of the spectral features, and also for the component in absorption seen in the Balmer lines. A high-resolution spectroscopic study (including the measurement of the velocity dispersion from CaT in the nucleus and in region A) will be needed to determine if this older component belongs to the region or to the extended nuclear starburst.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to demonstrate how we can analyze the stellar content of a GEHR through the observation of its ionized gas. In fact, we have shown that it is possible to explain the optical emission-line spectrum of the gas, the W-R bumps, and the size of three circumnuclear GEHRs in the starburst galaxy NGC 7714 by considering a very young, ionizing burst of star formation, with age between 3 and 5 Myr. We have used an evolutionary synthesis code to model the burst. The SED of the young stellar population is the input into the photoionization code CLOUDY, which is used to Ðt the nebular spectrum and hence to constrain the main physical properties, such as mass, age, and metallicity of this young population.
However, for regions B and C, and when other observations, not directly related to the most massive stars in the burst, such as the EW(Hb) and in the near-IR, are L 9000 taken into account, some hypothesis about the dust distribution (internal to the region and therefore not a †ecting the cluster continuum) or the presence of a previous burst, between 8.5 and 12 Myr, become necessary. The mechanism we propose to explain the Ðrst possibility is that the winds from massive stars have swept out the dust from the cluster and it has been mixed with the gas. With respect to the second solution, if an older population is assumed, the triggering of this second burst of star formation occurring when supernovae from massive stars in the initial burst begin to explode is a natural mechanism we envisage to explain the existence of at least two bursts in regions B and C.
In the case of region A, we have also proposed the existence of an older underlying component, for which we have found direct evidences in the spectrum, such as Mg I and other features in the blue, TiO bands in the red, and Na I and CaT in the near-IR. The nature of this population has also been discussed. An old (10 Gyr) metal-rich bulge cannot explain the observations, and the inclusion of a rich RSG population is necessary. Whether this population belongs to the region itself, and therefore coexists with the ionizing one, or not, can be determined from future observations, in particular by determining the velocity dispersion from the CaT lines. Finally, we outline the importance of similarly detailed studies in other GEHRs, because they are the simplest and most useful laboratories of star formation in which the models can be tested, with many observational constraints being available.
